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SUMMARY
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) interact with intracellular transducers to control both signal initiation
and desensitization, but the distinct mechanisms that control the regulation of different GPCR subtypes
are unclear. Here we use fluorescence imaging and electrophysiology to examine the metabotropic gluta-
mate receptor (mGluR) family. We find distinct properties across subtypes in both rapid desensitization
and internalization, with striking differences between the group II mGluRs. mGluR3, but not mGluR2,
undergoes glutamate-dependent rapid desensitization, internalization, trafficking, and recycling. We map
differences between mGluRs to variable Ser/Thr-rich sequences in the C-terminal domain (CTD) that control
interaction with both GPCR kinases and b-arrestins. Finally, we identify a cancer-associated mutation,
G848E, within the mGluR3 CTD that enhances b-arrestin coupling and internalization, enabling an analysis
of mGluR3 b-arrestin-coupling properties and revealing biased variants. Together, this work provides a
framework for understanding the distinct regulation and functional roles of mGluR subtypes.
INTRODUCTION

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) sense diverse extracel-

lular signals to initiate intracellular responses. The temporal

properties of GPCR signaling are regulated by desensitization,

a process that involves both uncoupling of the receptor from

G proteins via steric blockage and receptor internalization.

Generally, GPCR kinases (GRKs) and arrestins regulate GPCR

desensitization, although GRK- and arrestin-independent

mechanisms also exist (Ferguson et al., 1996; Gainetdinov

et al., 2004; Ménard et al., 1997; Rajagopal and Shenoy,

2018). Canonically, GRKs are recruited to activated GPCRs

and either compete with G proteins for receptor access or

directly bind G proteins to contribute to rapid desensitization

(Lodowski et al., 2003; Tesmer et al., 2005). GRKs can also

phosphorylate the cytosolic C-terminal domain (CTD) of the re-

ceptor to enable the recruitment of b-arrestin (b-arr) 1 or b-arr2.

b-arr serves as a scaffold for the recruitment of either endocytic

proteins (e.g., clathrin) or signaling proteins (e.g., ERK) (Hilger

et al., 2018; Peterson and Luttrell, 2017; Shenoy and Lefkowitz,

2011). This desensitization framework has been established

through the study of prototypical GPCRs, but different GPCR

subtypes use distinct sets of mechanisms that are only partially

deciphered.

Although a structural understanding of GPCR/GRK interaction

is limited (Komolov and Benovic, 2018), structural and biophys-

ical studies have revealed complexity in the interactions between

b-arr and receptors. This includesmodes of interactions in which
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
b-arr binds the CTD, the transmembrane core, or both domains

of the receptor (Cahill et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2015; Kumari et al.,

2016; Shukla et al., 2014; Staus et al., 2020) and associated

conformational dynamics within both b-arr subtypes (Latorraca

et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2016; Nuber et al., 2016). Many GPCRs

have been shown to couple to b-arr, but the nature of this inter-

action depends on the receptor subtype, the b-arr subtype, and

the receptor ligand used. Key determinants of b-arr-coupling

propensity are the degree and the pattern of receptor phosphor-

ylation (Miess et al., 2018; Nobles et al., 2011; Sente et al., 2018),

leading to the proposal of phosphorylation codes (phospho-co-

des) that are recognized by b-arr (Zhou et al., 2017). GPCRs are

broadly characterized into class A and class B based on the na-

ture of their b-arr coupling (Kohout et al., 2001; Oakley et al.,

2000). In the strong interactions of class B GPCRs, such as the

V2 vasopressin receptor, b-arr internalizes with the receptor,

which can lead to slow recycling and degradation (DeWire

et al., 2007). In the weaker interactions of class A GPCRs, such

as the beta-2 adrenergic receptor (b2AR), receptor/b-arr com-

plexes do not typically persist into the endosome and receptors

are recycled relatively quickly compared with class B GPCRs.

Recently, it was shown that some GPCRs can engage in tran-

sient interactions with b-arr to produce non-stoichiometric cata-

lytic activation and accumulation of b-arr in clathrin-coated

structures (Eichel et al., 2016, 2018). The complexity of b-arr

coupling suggests that GRK coupling may be similarly complex,

motivating a thorough analysis of transducer coupling across

receptor subtypes.
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Figure 1. Glutamate-dependent internalization of mGluRs

(A) Surface fluorescence from HEK293T cells expressing either SNAP-tagged mGluRs or b2AR with and without 60 min agonist stimulation (1–10 mM Glu and

10 mM Iso) before BG-Alexa 546 labeling. Values were normalized to the fluorescence of a given receptor without an agonist. Unpaired t tests, ***p < 0.0001 for

mGluR3, *p = 0.02 for mGluR7, *p = 0.03 for mGluR8, and ***p = 0.0004 for b2AR.

(legend continued on next page)
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In contrast to family A and B GPCRs, which form the basis of

existing desensitization models, the desensitization of family C

GPCRs is less understood (Ellaithy et al., 2020). In particular,

there is a lack of consensus regarding desensitization for metab-

otropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) (Iacovelli et al., 2013; Suh

et al., 2018), and comparative analysis across subtypes is lack-

ing. Among the well-studied group I mGluRs (mGluR1 and

mGluR5), evidence exists for constitutive clathrin-independent

internalization (Fourgeaud et al., 2003; Francesconi et al.,

2009), and control of receptor surface levels via kinases and

accessory proteins have been observed (Suh et al., 2018). Evi-

dence for interactions between mGluRs and GRKs or b-arr is

limited and indirect (Emery et al., 2010; Mundell et al., 2001;

Stoppel et al., 2017), leaving mechanistic details unknown.

The group II mGluRs (mGluR2 and mGluR3) are ubiquitous

throughout the nervous system, where they couple to Gi/o-family

G proteins to play roles in neuromodulation and are drug targets

for neurological and psychiatric disorders (Nicoletti et al., 2011;

Reiner and Levitz, 2018). mGluR3 is also expressed in the skin,

where it has been linked to melanoma (Neto and Ceol, 2018;

O’Hayre et al., 2013; Prickett et al., 2011). Like most family C

GPCRs, mGluR2 and mGluR3 have large extracellular ligand

binding domains (LBDs), 7-helix transmembrane domains

(TMDs), and relatively short (�50 aa) intracellular CTDs (Ellaithy

et al., 2020). Although the highly homologous (�70% sequence

identity) mGluR2 and mGluR3 have been treated as a single en-

tity, biophysical studies have shown that they have distinct acti-

vation properties, with mGluR3 showing �10-fold higher

apparent glutamate affinity and more basal activation (Tora

et al., 2018; Vafabakhsh et al., 2015). This suggests that these re-

ceptors have unique physiological profiles, raising the question

of their desensitization and signaling dynamics. A previous study

used an endpoint cyclic AMP assay to suggest that mGluR2, but

not mGluR3, is resistant to GRK- and b-arr-mediated desensiti-

zation (Iacovelli et al., 2009), but otherwise little is known about

group II mGluR desensitization.

In this study, we elucidate the molecular mechanisms of

mGluR desensitization using fluorescence imaging and func-

tional assays. Among the group II mGluRs, we find that mGluR3,

but not mGluR2, is subject to extensive glutamate-dependent

internalization viaGRK and b-arr. ComparedwithmGluR3, group

I and group III mGluRs show distinct properties, including b-arr-

independent glutamate-induced (mGluR1 and mGluR5) and
(B) Images of cells expressing SNAP-mGluR2 (left) or SNAP-mGluR3 (right) before

lines denote the plasma membrane location.

(C) TIRF image (left) and line scan (right) showing colocalization of SNAP-mGluR

(D) Quantification of the percentage of GFP-2xFYVE puncta that show colocal

application. Lines connect values for individual cells, and bars show average val

(E) Confocal images showing colocalization of SNAP-mGluR3 and Cy3-transferr

(F) Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) comparing the top 10% of pixels betwe

Unpaired t test, ***p < 0.0001.

(G) Quantification of PCC comparing colocalization of mGluR3 and Cy3-Tf, mCh

(H) Top, schematic describing a recycling experiment in which receptors are inte

and subsequent labeling with BG-Alexa 546 is indicative of recycled receptors. F

***p = 0.0002 for 10 min, ***p = 0.0002 for 30 min, and ***p = 0.0003 for 60 min.

(I) Schematic summarizing major results. mGluR2 remains on the surface followin

ERC, and recycles back to the surface.

Error bars show SEM. Scale bar, 10 mm (B and E) or 5 mm (C). Number of cells te
constitutive (mGluR4) internalization. A subset of mGluRs

(mGluR1,mGluR3,mGluR5, andmGluR8) showsGRK-mediated

functional desensitization on the timescale of seconds. After

characterizing GRK and b-arr sensitivity across subtypes, we

focus on deciphering the b-arr-coupling dynamics of mGluR3

and probing the mechanistic basis of the differences between

group II mGluRs. Altogether, our results indicate that different

mGluRs have fundamentally different signaling properties and

provide insight into the mechanisms of GRK and b-arr coupling

of family C GPCRs.

RESULTS

Glutamate-dependent internalization and trafficking of
mGluRs
We first askedwhether mGluRs undergo internalization following

activation by labeling N-terminal SNAP-tagged mGluRs with the

membrane impermeable BG-Alexa 546 fluorophore in HEK293T

cells and measuring the loss of surface receptor fluorescence

following agonist incubation. Saturating glutamate led to a

�40% reduction in surface fluorescence for mGluR3 (Figure 1A;

Figure S1A). A similar agonist-induced decrease in surface levels

was observed for b2AR (Figure 1A; Figure S1A), a prototypical

family A GPCR known to undergo agonist-induced internaliza-

tion (von Zastrow and Kobilka, 1992). The group III mGluRs,

mGluR7 and mGluR8, also showed a clear but smaller (�25%)

reduction in surface levels, and the group I mGluRs, mGluR1

and mGluR5, showed a small (�10%) decrease (Figure 1A).

Strikingly, surface levels of both mGluR2 (group II) and mGluR4

(group III) showed no sensitivity to glutamate treatment. Alto-

gether, these results motivated a comparative analysis of the

closely related group II mGluRs, mGluR2 and mGluR3, which

showed different extents of internalization.

We next imaged cells expressing receptors labeled with

BG-Alexa 546 before glutamate treatment. Although mGluR2

remained on the surface, mGluR3 showed an increase in intra-

cellular fluorescence (Figure 1B; Figure S1B), similar to b2AR

(Figure S1C). Some accumulation of mGluR3 was also seen in

the absence of glutamate addition (Figure S1D), likely because

of its basal activity (Vafabakhsh et al., 2015) and the release of

glutamate from HEK293T cells (Tora et al., 2018). About 60%

of glutamate-treated cells showedmGluR3 internalization versus

<10%of cells showing negligible levels of mGluR2 internalization
and after 30 min 1 mMGlu treatment with intensity line scans (bottom). Dotted

3 (red) and GFP-2xFYVE (green) following Glu treatment.

ization with SNAP-mGluR2 or SNAP-mGluR3 before and after 15 min of Glu

ues. Paired t test, **p = 0.004.

in (Cy3-Tf) following 30 min treatment with 1 mM Glu.

en mGluR2 or mGluR3 with Cy3-Tf following incubation in 1 mMGlu for 30min.

-TGN38, or LAMP1-YFP following incubation in 1 mM Glu for 30 min.

rnalized with Glu, remaining surface receptors are labeled with BG-Alexa 488,

or the control (blue dotted line), no Glu treatment was given. Unpaired t tests,

g activation, whereas mGluR3 internalizes into early endosomes, traffics to the

sted (F and G) or fields of cells analyzed (A) is in parentheses.
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(Figure S1E). Treating cells with an mGluR3-negative allosteric

modulator (ML289) or competitive antagonist (LY341495)

decreased mGluR3 internalization (Figure S1E), confirming the

requirement of receptor activation. Importantly, an EC50 level

(1 mM) of glutamate (Figure S1F) or 5min of glutamate stimulation

was sufficient to internalize mGluR3 (Figure S1G). Similar results,

in which mGluR3, but not mGluR2, showed internalization, were

observed in HEK293 cells (Figure S1H).

We also imaged HEK293T cells to test internalization of group I

and III mGluRs, and results agreed with the surface labeling

assay (Figure S1I). mGluR7 and mGluR8 showed modest, gluta-

mate-induced intracellular fluorescence, whereas limited

intracellular puncta were observed for mGluR1 andmGluR5. Un-

expectedly, mGluR4 showed intracellular puncta in the presence

and absence of glutamate. Treatment with a saturating concen-

tration of LY341495 did not alter mGluR4 internalization (Fig-

ure S1J), confirming that it is constitutive and glutamate

independent. This result shows that despite both mGluR2 and

mGluR4 showing no net glutamate-induced internalization (Fig-

ure 1A), they have distinct behavior.

We next characterized the trafficking of mGluR3 following

internalization. Using total internal reflection fluorescence

(TIRF) microscopy, we observed an increase in cytosolic fluores-

cent puncta for mGluR3, but not mGluR2, within 5 min of gluta-

mate treatment (Figure S2B). A sparse population of fluorescent

puncta was observed for all other mGluRs (Figure S2A). mGluR3

puncta showed glutamate-dependent colocalization with GFP-

2xFYVE (Gillooly et al., 2000), indicating that puncta represent

internalized receptors within early endosomes (Figures 1C and

1D; Figure S2C).

Following internalization into endosomes, GPCRs can traffic to

lysosomes for degradation (Marchese and Benovic, 2001; She-

noy et al., 2001), the trans-Golgi network (TGN) for sorting (Abdul-

lah et al., 2016), or the endocytic recycling compartment (ERC)

(von Zastrow and Kobilka, 1992). We tested whether mGluR3 ac-

cumulates in the ERC using transferrin (Tf) as a marker (Maxfield

andMcGraw, 2004). Confocal microscopy revealed that mGluR3,

but not mGluR2, colocalizes with internalized Cy3-Tf after

glutamate treatment (Figures 1E and 1F; Figure S2D). In contrast,

minimal colocalization of mGluR3 was observed with TGN and

lysosome markers (Figure 1G; Figures S2E and S2F). Trafficking

to the ERC suggests that mGluR3 recycles to the surface

following internalization, which we confirmed by measuring the

return of surface mGluR3 following glutamate incubation using

a modified version of the surface labeling assay (Figure 1H; Fig-

ure S2G). We conclude that mGluR2 remains on the surface

following activation, whereas mGluR3 internalizes, traffics to the

ERC, and traffics back to the surface within 1 h (Figure 1I).

GRKs and b-arrestins mediate the internalization of a
subset of mGluRs
The canonical pathway of GPCR endocytosis requires b-arr

binding followed by targeting to clathrin-coated pits (CCPs).

However, there is evidence that family CGPCRs, including group

I mGluRs, internalize via b-arr and clathrin-independent mecha-

nisms (Fourgeaud et al., 2003; Francesconi et al., 2009). There-

fore, we decided to test which transducers mediate mGluR

internalization.
4 Cell Reports 35, 109050, April 27, 2021
To test whether G protein coupling is required for mGluR3

internalization, we transfected cells with pertussis toxin

(PTX) (Mangmool and Kurose, 2011), which abolished the abil-

ity to activate G protein-coupled inward rectifier potassium

(GIRK) channels in a patch-clamp assay (Figure S3A). Gluta-

mate-induced mGluR3 internalization was slightly enhanced

with PTX expression (Figures 2A and 2B; Figure S3B), indi-

cating that G proteins do not drive mGluR3 internalization

and may compete with other transducers. In contrast, treat-

ment with the GRK2/3 inhibitor, compound 101 (cmpd101),

or coexpression of a dominant-negative (DN) b-arr1 (Lin

et al., 1997), greatly reduced mGluR3 internalization (Figures

2A and 2B; Figure S3B). Moreover, GRK2 or b-arr expression

increased internalization of mGluR3, but not mGluR2 (Figures

2C and 2D; Figure S3B). mGluR3 internalization depended on

the GRK2 kinase domain, because overexpressing a kinase-

dead mutant (K220R) (Kong et al., 1994) exhibited a domi-

nant-negative effect (Figures S3C and S3D). In contrast, a

GRK2 mutant that is unable to bind Gbg (GRK2-R587Q) (Car-

man et al., 2000) could still enhance internalization (Figures

S3C and S3D).

We next asked whether internalization of other mGluR sub-

types depends on GRK and b-arr. GRK2 expression enhanced

internalization of mGluR7 and mGluR8 (Figure 2E) but did not

affect internalization of mGluR1 and mGluR5 (Figure 2E) or

mGluR4 (Figure S3E). Next, we tested arrestin dependence by

using b-arr double-knockout (DKO) cells (Luttrell et al., 2018),

which showed dramatically reducedmGluR3 internalization (Fig-

ure 2F; Figure S3F). Similarly, mGluR7 and mGluR8 showed

reduced internalization in DKO cells, whereas the internalization

of mGluR1 and mGluR5 was not altered (Figure 2F; Figure S3G).

Basal internalization of mGluR4 was maintained in b-arr DKO

cells, suggesting that its constitutive internalization proceeds

through a b-arr-independent mechanism (Figure S3G). These

data show that internalization of mGluR3, mGluR7, and mGluR8

depend on b-arr and GRK.

GRKs mediate rapid desensitization of mGluRs
Given that internalization of a subset of mGluRs depends on

GRKs and b-arr (Figure 2), we asked whether these transducers

also produce rapid functional desensitization using GIRK cur-

rents as a readout. GIRK channels are activated by binding of

Gbg proteins (Logothetis et al., 1987; Whorton and MacKinnon,

2013) and are major native effectors of Gi/o-coupled GPCRs,

including group II/III mGluRs (Dutar et al., 1999; Saugstad

et al., 1996). mGluR2-mediated GIRK currents showed minimal

desensitization, but mGluR3-mediated currents showed pro-

nounced desensitization (Figures 3A–3C). Consistent with this,

following 3 consecutive applications of glutamate, the peak am-

plitudes of mGluR2-mediated currents were maintained,

whereas mGluR3-mediated currents progressively decreased

(Figures S4A–S4C). Despite higher surface expression levels of

mGluR2 under our conditions (Figure S4D), mGluR3 activation

led to substantially smaller current amplitudes (Figure S4E).

This suggests that a population of desensitized surface mGluR3

is unable to signal.

We next asked how different transducers contribute

to mGluR3 desensitization. Raveh et al. (2010) identified a



Figure 2. GRK and b-arrestin dependence

of mGluR internalization

(A and B) DN b-arr1 (S412D) and cmpd101 reduce

internalization of mGluR3, whereas PTX enhances

internalization, as seen in representative images

(A) and quantification of surface fluorescence

reduction following Glu application (B). Red

arrows denote internalized receptors. Unpaired

t tests, **p = 0.001 for PTX, **p = 0.001 for

cmpd101, and **p = 0.001 for DN b-arr1.

(C and D) Overexpression of GRK2 or b-arr en-

hances internalization of mGluR3, but not

mGluR2. Unpaired t test, ***p < 0.0001 for GRK2.

(E) Overexpression of GRK2 enhances internali-

zation of mGluR7 and mGluR8, but not mGluR1 or

mGluR5. Unpaired t tests, ***p = 0.0003 for

mGluR3, **p = 0.004 for mGluR7, and **p = 0.006

for mGluR8.

(F) SNAP-mGluRs were expressed in a CRISPR

b-arr DKO HEK293 cell line. Internalization for

mGluRs in b-arr DKO cells compared with the

parental cell line using quantification of surface

fluorescence reduction following Glu application.

Unpaired t tests, ***p < 0.0001 for mGluR3, *p =

0.02 for mGluR7, and *p = 0.04 for mGluR8.

Number of fields of cells analyzed is in parenthe-

ses. Error bars show SEM. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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mechanism whereby GRKs bind Gbg proteins to desensitize

GIRK currents following activation of the adenosine-1 receptor

(A1R). mGluR2 and the M4 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor

were not sensitive to GRKs, although nomechanism for this sub-

type specificity was identified. Here we focused on the GRK2

subtype, which is expressed throughout the nervous system

(Erdtmann-Vourliotis et al., 2001) and in HEK293T cells (Violin

et al., 2006). As previously reported (Raveh et al., 2010), GRK2

overexpression had no effect on the desensitization of

mGluR2-mediated GIRK currents (Figure 3D). However, for

mGluR3, GRK2 dose-dependently increased the magnitude

and speed of desensitization (Figures 3E and 3F; Figures S4F

and S4L). GRK2 expression also led to a large reduction in the

amplitude of mGluR3-induced currents (Figure S4G), whereas

a small (�25%) decrease of mGluR2-induced current amplitude

was seen (Figure S4G). Importantly, no relationship between cur-

rent amplitude and desensitization kinetics was observed, indi-

cating that the enhanced desensitization produced by GRK2 is
not a consequence of reduced mGluR3

surface expression (Figure S4H).

Next, we probed the mechanism of

GRK2-mediated desensitization by first

testing the role of GRK2-Gbg binding.

We coexpressed GRK2-R587Q (Carman

et al., 2000) and found that it was unable

to increase mGluR3 desensitization (Fig-

ure 3F; Figures S4I–S4K). We also tested

kinase-dead GRK2-K220R (Kong et al.,

1994), and in contrast to what was re-

ported for the A1R (Raveh et al., 2010),

it did not produce an effect on the desen-
sitization of mGluR3-mediated currents, despite similar expres-

sion to wild-type (WT) GRK2 (Figure 3F; Figures S4I–S4K). The

need for a catalytically active GRK2 raised the possibility that

b-arr recruitment contributes to rapid desensitization. However,

overexpression of b-arr1 and b-arr2 did not affect desensitiza-

tion (Figure 3F; Figure S4K). Altogether, these results demon-

strate that both functional kinase and Gbg binding domains of

GRK2 mediate rapid and specific mGluR3 desensitization (Fig-

ure 3G). The ability of mGluR3, but not mGluR2, to be desensi-

tized by GRK2 despite both receptors producing free Gbg argues

that GRK2 is recruited directly to the receptor rather than to free

G proteins (Figure 3G; Figure S3D).

Group III mGluRs also showed variable propensities for inter-

nalization (Figure 2F). Consistent with its sensitivity to GRK2 in

internalization assays (Figure 2E), mGluR8 showed modest but

clear enhancement of desensitization following GRK2 coexpres-

sion (Figures 3H and 3I; Figure S4L). Similar to mGluR3, the

K220R mutation prevented GRK2-mediated desensitization of
Cell Reports 35, 109050, April 27, 2021 5



Figure 3. GRK2-mediated rapid desensitization of mGluRs

(A and B) Representative whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from HEK293T cell expressing SNAP-mGluR2 (A) or SNAP-mGluR3 (B) showing an inward GIRK

current induced by Glu application.

(C) Quantification of the percentage of desensitization of GIRK currents showing larger desensitization of mGluR3 responses. Unpaired t test, ***p < 0.0001.

(D and E) Recordings showing sensitivity of GIRK currents induced by mGluR2 (D) or mGluR3 (E) with and without GRK2 overexpression.

(F) Summary bar graph showing the percentage increase in desensitization on mGluR2- and mGluR3-mediated GIRK currents with overexpression of GRK2,

GRK2 mutants, or b-arr. Unpaired t test versus mGluR3 control, *p = 0.04 for 1xGRK2 and ***p < 0.0001 for 2xGRK2.

(G) Schematic showing differential GRK recruitment and rapid desensitization for mGluR2 (left) and mGluR3 (right).

(H) Recordings showing modest desensitization of mGluR8-mediated GIRK currents with and without GRK2 overexpression over 30 s Glu application.

(I) Summary bar graph showing the percentage increase in desensitization of mGluR4-, mGluR7-, and mGluR8-mediated GIRK currents with overexpression of

WT GRK2 or K220R. Unpaired t test of mGluR8 control versus mGluR8 + GRK, *p = 0.03.

(legend continued on next page)
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GIRK currents by mGluR8 (Figure 3I). Surprisingly, mGluR7-

mediated currents did not exhibit enhanced desensitization

with GRK2 overexpression (Figure 3I; Figures S4M and S4O).

Slower ON-kinetics of mGluR7 currents (�5–10 versus �1–3 s)

may prevent the resolution of fast desensitization components.

Consistent with its resistance to GRK- and b-arr-mediated

internalization (Figure 2), mGluR4 did not show GRK2-mediated

functional desensitization (Figure 3I; Figures S4N and S4O).

However, current amplitudes were decreased for all three group

III mGluRs tested (Figure S4P), which may indicate sensitivity

over longer timescales.

We also examined the GRK2 sensitivity of the Gq-coupled

group I mGluRs using the fluorescent calcium sensor R-GECO

(Zhao et al., 2011). The duration and rate of decay, but not the

amplitude, of glutamate-induced calcium transients were

dramatically reduced with expression of GRK2 for both mGluR1

and mGluR5 (Figures 3J and 3K; Figures S4Q–S4S). Further-

more, extended mGluR5 activation produces oscillatory calcium

signals (Kawabata et al., 1996). GRK2 expression reduced the

percentage of cells producing oscillatory responses, leading to

many cells that showed a single calcium transient (Figures S4T

and S4U). Unlike group II and III mGluRs, GRK2-mediated

desensitization of group I mGluRs did not depend on a functional

kinase domain based on the strong effect of GRK2-K220R (Fig-

ure 3K; Figures S4S and S4U).

Altogether, these results show that variable propensities for

and modes of desensitization and internalization are seen

throughout the mGluR family (Figure 3L), which can shape the

signaling properties of each subtype.

Mechanistic analysis of group II mGluRs: Coupling of
b-arrestins to mGluR3
We next focused on deciphering the mechanisms of differential

transducer coupling of the group II subfamily. To measure sur-

face translocation of cytosolic b-arr, we coexpressed either

b-arr1-YFP or b-arr2-YFPwith mGluR3 or mGluR2 and observed

b-arr surface recruitment onlywithmGluR3activation (Figure 4A).

As expected, b-arr recruitment was insensitive to PTX but was

blocked by mGluR3 antagonists (Figures S5A and S5B). Similar

levels of recruitment of b-arr1 or b-arr2 indicates that mGluR3

has no major b-arr subtype preference, unlike the preference

for b-arr2 seen with the b2AR (Figures S5C and S5D) (Kohout

et al., 2001; Oakley et al., 2000).

We characterized the timing and stability of mGluR3/b-arr

complexes by simultaneously imaging mGluR3 and b-arr-YFP.

We observed surface recruitment of b-arr1 or b-arr2 by mGluR3

within 3 min, with further accumulation until �10 min after

glutamate application (Figure 4B; Figure S5E). After 10 min,

b-arr remained on the surface as mGluR3 internalized, indicating
(J) Average trace representing calcium transients produced by ~50 cells express

(K) Summary bar graph showing the full duration at half-maximum of calcium trans

activation, without and with overexpression of WT GRK2 or K220R. ** indicates

GRK2, p = 0.001 for mGluR1 control versus K220R, p = 0.005 for mGluR5 control

analyzed are as follows: n = 142 for mGluR1 control, 134 for GRK2, and 149 for

(L) Summary heatmap showing the relative propensities for acute desensitization

b-arr and GRK2.

Error bars show SEM. Number of cells recorded from (A) or independent experim
that b-arr does not cotraffic into the ERC (Figure 4B; Figure S5E).

b-arr translocation was not detectable following activation of

mGluR2 at any time point (Figure S5F), but the b2AR produced

a fluorescence distribution similar to that of mGluR3 (Fig-

ure S5G). Consistent with this, minimal colocalization of

b-arr2-RFP and GFP-2xFYVE was observed following mGluR3

activation (Figures S5H and S5I), although the level of colocaliza-

tion was slightly higher with b2AR activation compared with

mGluR3 (Figure S5I).

To further characterize the coupling of group II mGluRs and

b-arr at the cell surface, we simultaneously imaged receptors

and b-arr using TIRF microscopy. Following 10–15 min of gluta-

mate application, no features were observed in mGluR2-ex-

pressing cells (Figure 4C; Figure S5J), but we observed bright

puncta for both b-arr and mGluR3 (Figure 4D; Figure S5K).

Although b-arr puncta were largely immobile, receptor puncta

showed a mix of immobile and mobile spots (Videos S1 and

S2). Similar puncta formed with b2AR and b-arr2, consistent

with previous reports (Eichel et al., 2016, 2018) (Figure 4E).

Quantification of puncta density revealed higher levels of both

receptor and b-arr2 puncta for b2AR than mGluR3, with few

puncta in mGluR2-expressing cells (Figure 4F; Figure S5L). In

mGluR3-expressing cells, �40% fewer receptor puncta were

observed compared with b-arr2 puncta (Figure 4F; Figure S5L).

In contrast, similar densities of receptor and b-arr2 puncta

were observed for b2AR (Figure 4F). This discrepancy in puncta

densities suggests that one mGluR3 can activate multiple b-arr

molecules, as was reported for the beta-1 adrenergic receptor

(b1AR) (Eichel et al., 2018). In line with this, some puncta were

detected under basal conditions (Figure S5M) but with a nearly

3:1 ratio of b-arr to receptor puncta (Figure 4F; Figure S5L).

This supports the notion of catalytic coupling and suggests

that a low level of receptor activation leads to a transient form

of coupling, whereas stronger agonism may enhance stability.

Line scans revealed colocalization between receptor and b-arr,

although the degree of colocalization was lower for mGluR3

than for b2AR (Figures 4D, 4E, and 4G).

We characterized the process of mGluR3/b-arr coupling by

imaging CCPs and observed strong colocalization between

b-arr and CLC-mCh puncta inmGluR3- or b2AR-expressing cells

(Figure 4H; Figures S5M–S5O). Furthermore, in contrast to the

mobility of GFP-2xFYVE-positive early endosomes (Video S3)

most CLC-mCh-positive CCPs appear to be immobile (Video

S4). This suggests that the immobile population of receptors

occurs in CCPs with immobile b-arr clusters and the mobile

receptors are likely in early endosomes.

Altogether, our data show interaction between mGluR3 and

both b-arr and indicate that formation of this complex is critical

for recruitment of mGluR3 to CCPs and receptor internalization.
ing only mGluR1 or with GRK2 overexpression.

ients mediated bymGluR1 and the first calcium transient mediated bymGluR5

statistical significance. Unpaired t tests, p = 0.002 for mGluR1 control versus

versus GRK2, and p = 0.009 for mGluR5 control versus K220R. Number of cells

K220R; n = 287 for mGluR5 control, 126 for GRK2, and 88 for K220R.

and internalization across mGluRs, and their dependence on interactions with

ents (F, I, and K) is in parentheses.
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Figure 4. mGluR3 recruits b-arrestins via scaffold and catalytic coupling

(A) Left, representative images and intensity line scans showing Glu-dependent surface recruitment of b-arr2 by mGluR3. Right, quantification of the percentage

of cells that exhibit b-arr surface recruitment. Unpaired t tests for mGluR3, ***p < 0.0001 for b-arr1 and ***p < 0.0001 for b-arr2.

(B) Time-lapse images showing Glu-dependent surface recruitment of b-arr2 and subsequent internalization of only mGluR3. Arrows point at b-arr2 accumulation

on the cell surface. Arrowheads denote internalized receptors.

(legend continued on next page)
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In addition, our data suggest that mGluR3 shows a mix of tran-

sient coupling that leads to independent clusters of activated

b-arr (i.e., catalytic coupling) and colocalized mGluR3/b-arr

complexes that persist into CCPs, but not endosomes (i.e., scaf-

fold coupling) (Figure 4I).

A Ser/Thr-rich subregion of the mGluR3 CTD controls
internalization and rapid desensitization
Having observed GRK- and b-arr-dependent desensitization of

mGluR3, but not mGluR2, we aimed to identify the molecular de-

terminants of the differences between receptors with a focus on

the CTD. Removing the CTD of mGluR3 (mGluR3-DCTD) sub-

stantially reduced internalization (Figures 5A and 5B), although

the degree of internalization for mGluR3-DCTD was still

above the background levels seen with mGluR2. We next swap-

ped the CTDs ofmGluR2 andmGluR3 and observed a clear effect

on each subtype. mGluR3-mGluR2CTD showed no internaliza-

tion, whereas mGluR2-mGluR3CTD exhibited internalization

(Figures 5A and 5B), demonstrating that the CTD is the major

determinant of group II mGluR desensitization. Surprisingly,

mGluR3-mGluR2CTD exhibited even less internalization than

mGluR3-DCTD, suggesting that the mGluR2 CTD may serve an

inhibitory role (Figures 5A and 5B). Consistent with this, removing

the CTD from mGluR2 (mGluR2-DCTD) resulted in a small in-

crease in internalization (Figures 5A and 5B). We tested the afore-

mentioned CTD perturbations in the surface labeling assay and

found that only WT mGluR3 and mGluR2-mGluR3CTD showed

reductions of surface receptor levels following glutamate treat-

ment (Figure 5C). This is in line with cell imaging, because the

weak internalization of mGluR3-DCTD and mGluR2-DCTD (Fig-

ures 5A and 5B) is unlikely to produce a measurable change in

the total level of surface receptors. For each CTD chimera, we

also tested the ability to recruit b-arr following glutamate applica-

tion under expression-matched conditions (Figure S6A) and

found consistent results in which swapping mGluR CTDs swap-

ped the ability to recruit b-arr (Figures S6B–S6D).

We also asked whether the CTDs control the differences in

rapid desensitization between mGluR2 and mGluR3. The tradi-

tional view is that the CTD is not involved in the GRK-mediated

rapid uncoupling of GPCRs from G proteins. However, GIRK

currents induced bymGluR3-mGluR2CTD showed no sensitivity

to GRK2 expression, whereas currents induced by mGluR2-

mGluR3CTD showed enhanced desensitization (Figures 5D–

5F; Figures S6F and S6G). To confirm the importance of the

CTD to rapid GRK-mediated desensitization, we tested

mGluR3-DCTD, which showed no change in desensitization

with GRK2 (Figures S6E and S6F). GRK2 decreased amplitudes
(C–E) Representative TIRF images showing a lack of b-arr2 puncta for mGluR2 (C

b2AR (E). Line scans reveal colocalization of receptor (red) and b-arr2 (green) pu

(F) Summary bar graph of receptor and b-arr2 puncta densities under basal con

*p = 0.01 for mGluR3 + Glu.

(G) Quantification of the percentage of b-arr2 puncta that are colocalized with ei

t tests, *p = 0.03 for mGluR3 basal versus +Glu and ***p = 0.0005 for mGluR3 +

(H) Left, representative TIRF images showing that mGluR3 activation leads to b-ar

line scan through the white dotted line on the images that shows overlapping b-

(I) Schematic of the working model for b-arr coupling with mGluR3.

Error bars show SEM. Scale bar, 10 mm (B–E) or 5 mm (H). Number of fields of ce
mediated by bothmGluR3-DCTD andmGluR2-mGluR3CTD, but

not mGluR3-mGluR2CTD (Figure S6H).

Having identified the CTD as the major mediator of differential

mGluR desensitization, we sought to identify critical CTD subre-

gions. Sequence alignment revealed a stretch of residues in

mGluR2 and mGluR3 that contains a high density of Ser and

Thr, which we termed the ST-rich region (Figure 6A), and exhibits

low-sequence identity between mGluR2 and mGluR3. The

mGluR3 ST-rich region contains 6 overlapping Px(x)PxxP/E/D

full phospho-codes, as defined based on an arrestin-bound

rhodopsin crystal structure (Zhou et al., 2017), whereas the

mGluR2 CTD contains 0 phospho-codes (Figure 6A). Consistent

with our results (Figures 1 and 2), mGluR7 and mGluR8 have full

phospho-codes within the membrane proximal region of their

CTDs, whereas mGluR4 has only 1 phosphorylation code in its

distal CTD (Figure S7A). However, both mGluR1 and mGluR5

contain many phospho-codes along their extended CTDs, indi-

cating that themere presence of phospho-codes is not sufficient

to ensure b-arr coupling (Figure S7A).

We first deleted the ST-rich region frommGluR3 (mGluR3-DST)

and observed a large decrease in receptor internalization (Figures

6B–6D) and b-arr recruitment (Figures S7C–S7E), despite normal

surface expression (Figure S7B). Introducing the ST-rich region of

mGluR2 into mGluR3 (mGluR3-mGluR2ST) also attenuated inter-

nalization (Figures 6B–6D) and b-arr recruitment (Figures S7C–

S7E). Interestingly, mGluR3-DST exhibited higher levels of inter-

nalization than mGluR3-mGluR2ST (Figure 6C), providing further

evidence that the mGluR2 CTD has inhibitory properties. In

contrast, mGluR2-mGluR3ST showed robust internalization (Fig-

ures 6B–6D) and b-arr recruitment (FiguresS7C–S7E). Altogether,

these results indicate that the ST-rich region of mGluR3 contains

residues that are important for its desensitization.

Consistent with the requirement of a functional GRK2 kinase

domain (Figure 4F), the ST-rich region plays a role in the rapid

desensitization of mGluR3. GRK2 expression did not enhance

the rapid desensitization of GIRK currents mediated by

mGluR3-DST or mGluR3-mGluR2ST but did enhance desensiti-

zation of currents mediated by mGluR2-mGluR3ST (Figures 6E

and 6F; Figures S7F and S7G). Moreover, GRK2 expression

decreased the amplitudes of mGluR2-mGluR3ST-mediated cur-

rents (Figure S7H).

To identify key residues, we mutated Ser and Thr residues in

the ST-rich region to Ala and found that mutating all ten (10xA)

abolished mGluR3 internalization and b-arr recruitment (Fig-

ure 6G; Figures S7I–S7K). mGluR3-10xA also showed a lack of

sensitivity to GRK2 in GIRK measurements (Figures S7L and

S7M). Mutating either the first six (6xAv1) or last six (6xAv2)
) but a high density of b-arr2 puncta generated by activation of mGluR3 (D) and

ncta. Black arrows denote overlapping peaks.

ditions and agonist treatment. Paired t tests, *p = 0.03 for mGluR3 basal and

ther mGluR3 (under basal or +Glu conditions) or b2AR (+Iso) puncta. Unpaired

Glu versus b2AR + Iso.

r2 puncta that colocalize extensively with the CCPmarker, CLC. Right, intensity

arr2 (green) and CLC (red) peaks, denoted by the black arrows.

lls (A) or cells (F and G) analyzed is in parentheses.
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Figure 5. The C-terminal domains mediate

differential internalization and rapid desen-

sitization of mGluRs

(A) Top, illustrations of CTD deletions and chi-

meras for mGluR2 and mGluR3. Bottom, repre-

sentative images of HEK293T cells expressing

SNAP-tagged receptors and incubated for 30 min

in Glu. Red arrowheads show internalized re-

ceptors. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(B) Quantification of the percentage of cells that

exhibit internalization of the various CTD variants.

*** indicates statistical significance. Unpaired

t test, p < 0.0001 for mGluR3 versus

mGluR3-DCTD, p < 0.0001 for mGluR3 versus

mGluR3-mGluR2CTD, p < 0.0001 for mGluR2

versus mGluR2-DCTD, p < 0.0001 for mGluR2

versus mGluR2-mGluR3CTD, and p = 0.0005 for

mGluR3-DCTD versus mGluR2.

(C) Quantification of surface fluorescence reduc-

tion following Glu application, where the control

was no Glu. Unpaired t tests, *p = 0.03 mGluR3

and ***p < 0.0001 for mGluR2-mGluR3CTD.

(D and E) Representative GIRK current traces

for mGluR3-mGluR2CTD (D) and mGluR2-

mGluR3CTD (E) with and without GRK2 over-

expression.

(F) Summary plot showing the percentage in-

crease in desensitization of GIRK currents in the

presence of GRK2 overexpression. Unpaired t test

versus no GRK2 overexpression condition, **p =

0.005.

Error bars show SEM. Number of fields of cells

analyzed (B and C) or independent experiments (F)

is in parentheses.
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Ser/Thr residues also abolished internalization and b-arr recruit-

ment (Figure 6G; Figures S7I–S7K), while mutating the first four

(4xA) Ser/Thr residues produced partial effects (Figure 6G; Fig-

ures S7I–S7K). This shows that efficient b-arr coupling and sub-

sequent internalization of mGluR3 requires multiple Ser and Thr

residues.

Based on our findings, we propose a model for mGluR3

desensitization (Figure 6H) in which GRK2 is specifically re-

cruited to active mGluR3 by binding to the transmembrane

core and recognizing the ST-rich region of the CTD via its ki-

nase domain. This recruitment allows GRK2 to phosphorylate

CTD residues and to bind Gbg to desensitize GIRK channels

and other effectors. Phosphorylated mGluR3 can then recruit

b-arr to initiate internalization of the receptor. Critically, recep-

tor subtype specificity between group II mGluRs is mediated

primarily by a differential ability to recruit GRK2 directly to the

receptor, and this ability is primarily governed by the identity

of the CTD.
10 Cell Reports 35, 109050, April 27, 2021
A cancer-associated CTD mutation
enhances b-arrestin coupling and
internalization of mGluR3
A large-scale mutational analysis of

GPCRs identified mutations in mGluR3

in 17% of melanoma tumor samples

(Prickett et al., 2011). One mutation,
G848E, is located within the ST-rich region (Figure 7A), raising

the possibility that this may modify b-arr coupling. Consistent

with this hypothesis, we found that cells express mGluR3-

G848E to similar levels as WT (Figure S8A) but exhibit enhanced

internalization, even in the absence of glutamate stimulation (Fig-

ures 7A and 7B; Figure S8B). The basal internalization of

mGluR3-G848E was blocked only following 3 h of incubation in

ML289, indicating that it likely depends on some accumulation

of phosphorylation (Figure S8C). The glutamate-dependent

internalization of G848E was only partially sensitive to

cmpd101 treatment (Figures S8D and S8E), and full block

required prolonged incubation with cmpd101 and ML289 (Fig-

ure S8E). These data suggest that the threshold for sufficient

CTD phosphorylation to initiate internalization is lowered in this

mutant.

Consistent with internalization data, mGluR3-G848E was able

to recruit b-arr2 to the surface in the absence of glutamate

application and to higher levels with glutamate (Figure 7A;



Figure 6. A Ser/Thr-rich stretch of the mGluR3CTD controls GRK- and b-arrestin-dependent internalization and rapid desensitization

(A) Sequence alignment of the CTDs of mGluR2 and mGluR3 displaying the Ser/Thr (ST)-rich sequence and phospho-codes.

(B) Top, illustrations of ST-rich region deletion and chimeric constructs. Bottom, representative images of HEK293T cells expressing SNAP-tagged receptor

constructs and incubated in 1 mM Glu for 30 min.

(C) Quantification of the percentage of cells that exhibit internalization of the various ST sequence variants. Unpaired t tests, ***p < 0.0001 for all comparisons

made.

(D) Quantification of the percentage of the internalized surface receptor population as determined by the surface labeling assay, in which the control was no Glu.

Unpaired t tests, **p = 0.003 for mGluR3 and **p = 0.001 for mGluR2-mGluR3ST.

(E) Recordings showing the GRK2 sensitivity of mGluR2-mGluR3ST-mediated GIRK currents.

(F) Summary plot showing the percentage increase in desensitization of GIRK currents with GRK2 overexpression. Unpaired t test versus no GRK2 over-

expression, **p = 0.006.

(G) Top left, sequence alignments of the ST-rich region of mGluR3, showing the residues that were mutated to Ala. Bottom left, images of cells expressing either

WT mGluR3 or mGluR3-10xA following 30 min of 1 mM Glu treatment. Red arrows point to internalized receptors. Right, summary bar graph showing the

percentage decrease in surface fluorescence following treatment with 1 mMGlu across mutants. Unpaired t tests, *p = 0.02 for WT versus 4xA, ***p < 0.0001 for

WT versus 6xAv1, **p = 0.003 for WT versus 6xAv2, and ***p < 0.0001 for WT versus 10xA.

(H) Working model of GRK2- and b-arr-mediated rapid and long-term desensitization of mGluR3.

Error bars show SEM. Scale bars, 10 mm. Number of fields of cells analyzed (B, D, and G) or independent experiments (F) is shown in parentheses.
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Figures S8F–S8H). Despite the apparent enhanced interaction,

b-arr remained on the surface following internalization of

mGluR3-G848E (Figure S8I), indicating that this mutation does

not alter the trafficking of mGluR3/b-arr complexes. In contrast

to the effects on b-arr coupling, mGluR3-G848E showed slightly

decreased basal desensitization and similar sensitivity to GRK2

(Figures S8J–S8L). mGluR3-G848E produced larger GIRK cur-
rents than WT (Figure S8L), suggesting that effects on G protein

coupling may also exist.

Tuning b-arrestin coupling of mGluR3 via mutations to
the TMD and CTD
We investigated the interactions of b-arr and mGluR3 by asking

how modifications to the receptor alter coupling. We first asked
Cell Reports 35, 109050, April 27, 2021 11



(legend on next page)
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whether b-arr interacts with the G protein binding site of the TMD

core of mGluR3, because such an interaction has been shown

for GPCRs (Huang et al., 2020; Staus et al., 2020; Hilger et al.,

2018). We first mutated a conserved phenylalanine (F765D) in

intracellular loop 3 that is known to abolish G protein coupling

across mGluRs (Figure S8M) (Francesconi and Duvoisin, 1998;

Kniazeff et al., 2004; Levitz et al., 2016) and observed undetect-

able GIRK currents (Figure 7C), despite normal expression (Fig-

ure S8N). F765D also nearly abolished the ability of mGluR3 to

recruit b-arr to the surface following activation (Figure 7D) and

exhibited negligible internalization (Figures S8O and S8P), indi-

cating that b-arr interacts with the TMD core of mGluR3 in a

similar way to G proteins. Given the enhanced coupling to

b-arr by mGluR3-G848E, we asked whether introduction of the

F765D mutation into this mutant background would prevent

b-arr coupling. The double mutant (G848E/F765D) did not

produce GIRK currents (Figure 7E) but, surprisingly, showed

substantial surface recruitment of b-arr to nearly WT levels (Fig-

ure 7F). This indicates that the enhanced CTD coupling of G848E

can overcome the weak TMD coupling of F765D to produce a

b-arr-biased mutant (Figures 7G and 7H).

To further understand the effects of TMD and CTD perturba-

tions, we turned to TIRF imaging, with which we observed

various levels of glutamate-induced receptor and b-arr2

puncta for WT mGluR3, G848E, F765D, F765D/G848E,

mGluR3-mGluR2ST, mGluR3-10xA, and mGluR3-DCTD (Fig-

ures 7I–7K; Figure S8Q). Consistent with receptor internaliza-

tion and b-arr recruitment data (Figure 7), G848E produced

higher levels of receptor and b-arr2 puncta compared with

WT (Figures 7I and 7K). However, b-arr2 showed a slightly

higher degree of colocalization with G848E (Figure S8R), sug-

gesting a more stable form of coupling. In addition, under

basal conditions, G848E showed substantially more b-arr2

puncta than receptor puncta (Figure S8S), consistent with

what was seen with WT (Figure 3F). As expected, F765D/

G848E also produced a high density of b-arr2 puncta but,

interestingly, a lower level of receptor puncta (Figures 7J and

7K). Correspondingly, a low level of b-arr puncta colocalized

with the double mutant (Figure S8R). This lack of apparent

tight association with b-arr may explain why F765D/G848E

internalization is weaker than WT (Figure S7K).
Figure 7. Cancer-associated G848E mutation in the mGluR3CTD enab

(A) Top, mutation G848E (green) within the ST-rich region of the mGluR3CTD is as

surface recruitment of b-arr2.

(B) Surface labeling assay summary graph showing enhanced internalization for

30 min, and **p = 0.003 for 60 min.

(C and D) mGluR3-F765D is unable to produce Glu-induced GIRK channel activa

(E and F) mGluR3-F765D/G848E is unable to produce Glu-induced GIRK channe

(G and H) Summary bar graphs showing the efficiency of G protein activation

measured by percentage cell analysis (H). Unpaired t tests, ***p < 0.0001 for WT

F765D/G848E, and ***p < 0.0001 for F765D versus F765D/G848E.

(I and J) Differential receptor and b-arr2 puncta formation for G848E (I) and F765

(K) Summary of mGluR3 and b-arr2 puncta density produced across receptor va

##p = 0.008 for G848E, and ###p = 0.0008 for F765D. * indicates statistical signific

forWT versus G848E b-arr2 bars, and **p = 0.008 for mGluR2ST versus 10xA b-arr

for DCTD, 7 for mGluR2ST, 7 for 10xA).

(L) Schematic showing the relative G protein- and b-arr-coupling propensities of

Scale bar, 10 mm (A, C, and E) or 5 mm (I and J). Number of fields of cells analyz
The density of receptor and b-arr2 puncta was low but higher

than that seen with mGluR2 for both mGluR3-F765D and

mGluR3-DCTD (mGluR2 = 0.006 ± 0.002 puncta/mm2,

mGluR3-F765D = 0.10 ± 0.02 puncta/mm2, andmGluR3-DCTD =

0.04 ± 0.01 puncta/mm2) (Figure 7K; Figure S8Q). For all con-

structs that weakly recruit b-arr, a higher density was observed

for b-arr2 compared with the receptor (Figure 7K) and the degree

of colocalization between b-arr2 and mGluR3 was very low (Fig-

ure S8R), suggesting that weak b-arr coupling typically proceeds

through a catalytic mechanism (Eichel et al., 2016, 2018).

Having developed a b-arr-biasedmGluR3, we sought to define

a G protein-biased variant. We observed minimal receptor and

b-arr puncta formation and colocalization with glutamate for

both mGluR3-mGluR2ST and mGluR3-10xA (Figure 7K; Figures

S8P and S8R), making mGluR3-mGluR2ST and mGluR3-10xA

good candidates. As summarized in Figure 7L, this analysis led

us to identify a range of mGluR3 variants that show different

degrees of bias toward G protein and b-arr coupling, as well as

variability in the mode of b-arr coupling (i.e., scaffold versus

catalytic).

DISCUSSION

Functional diversity of mGluRs
We report a comparative analysis of the diverse desensitization

and trafficking properties of mGluRs, in which only a subset of

subtypes undergoes b-arr-mediated internalization, with

mGluR3 showing the most pronounced effects. In a recent

high-throughput screen of GPCR/transducer coupling, all

mGluR subtypes tested (mGluR2, mGluR4, mGluR5, mGluR6,

and mGluR8) showed little to no b-arr recruitment, although

mGluR3 was not included (Avet et al., 2020). However, another

study (Lee et al., 2019) used biochemical assays to show

coupling between mGluR7 and b-arr. Our data were consistent

with b-arr-driven internalization of a subset of group III mGluRs,

with the major exception of mGluR4, which undergoes b-arr-in-

dependent constitutive internalization. We found no evidence for

b-arr-dependent internalization of group I mGluRs, in contrast to

some previous reports (Dale et al., 2001; Mundell et al., 2001) but

in line with the aforementioned screen (Avet et al., 2020). Two

studies used knockout mice to report that mGluR5-mediated
les the identification of biased mGluR3 variants

sociated with melanoma. Bottom, mGluR3-G848E exhibits internalization and

G848E compared with WT. Unpaired t tests, *p = 0.03 for 10 min, *p = 0.04 for

tion (C) or b-arr2-YFP recruitment (D).

l activation (E) but exhibits b-arr2 recruitment (F).

as detected via GIRK currents (G) and the efficiency of b-arr recruitment as

versus F765D, *p = 0.02 for WT versus G848E, ***p = 0.0001 for G848E versus

D/G848E (J) mutants.

riants. # indicates statistical significance. Paired t tests, ###p = 0.0008 for WT,

ance. Unpaired t tests, *p = 0.04 forWT versusG848E receptor bars, **p = 0.002

2 bars. n = 15 cells forWT, 13 for G848E, 13 for F765D, 10 for F765D/G848E, 13

group II mGluR variants.

ed (B and H), cells recorded from (G), or cells analyzed (K) is in parentheses.
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hippocampal long-term depression partially depends on b-arr

(Eng et al., 2016; Stoppel et al., 2017), suggesting that a direct

or indirect functional interaction between group I mGluRs and

b-arr can occur. GPCRs can be internalized via other mecha-

nisms, which may involve various kinases and protein scaf-

folding complexes, as shown for mGluR5 and the scaffold Shank

(Scheefhals et al., 2019). Thus, future work is needed to analyze

mGluR internalization and b-arr-mediated signaling in biological

contexts (Suh et al., 2018; Reiner and Levitz, 2018).

We also show that many mGluRs are sensitive to GRK2-medi-

ated rapid functional desensitization. This includes mGluR1 and

mGluR5, which are resistant to GRK- and b-arr-mediated inter-

nalization under the conditions tested here. Previous studies

showed mixed results for functional GRK sensitivity of group I

mGluRs, with some reporting kinase-dependent effects (Dhami

et al., 2002, 2004; Sorensen and Conn, 2003) versus kinase-in-

dependent effects (Dale et al., 2000; Dhami et al., 2002; Ribeiro

et al., 2009) using endpoint assays. Using time-resolved mea-

surements of calcium responses, we show that group I mGluR

signaling is rapidly desensitized on the �10 s timescale by

GRK2 in a kinase-independent manner. In contrast to group I

mGluRs, although mGluR7 shows GRK- and b-arr-dependent

internalization, it eluded rapid GRK2-mediated functional effects

in our patch-clamp assay. These data suggest that distinct

modes of GRK coupling are required for rapid versus slower

desensitization effects. An important caveat of our analysis is

that although we have focused on GRK2, other GRK subtypes

that have distinct domain architectures (Komolov and Benovic,

2018) may show unique effects.

Overall, with the exception of mGluR2, which we found is

uniquely resistant to all forms of desensitization tested, all

mGluRs showvarying degrees and formsof regulation (Figure 3L).

This suggests that distinct regulatory properties are a major

aspect of the functional diversity of mGluRs. Recent work has

revealed that mGluRs heterodimerize (Doumazane et al., 2011;

Lee et al., 2020), likely providing further desensitization diversity.

Differential GRK- and arrestin-coupling mechanisms
Our mechanistic analysis focused on group II mGluRs, which

have typically been treated monolithically because of their high

degree of sequence identity and difficulty distinguishing them

with pharmacological compounds or antibodies. We find that

mGluR3, but not mGluR2, is subject to rapid functional desensi-

tization and internalization. These differences are underscored

by different abilities to couple to GRKs and b-arr and are primar-

ily encoded within the mGluR CTDs.

Classically, GRKs are thought to be recruited to themembrane

via free Gbg proteins released following receptor activation,

which then enables coupling to the GPCR (Pitcher et al., 1992).

Our data, in which only mGluR3 and mGluR8 are desensitized

despite mGluR2, mGluR4, and mGluR7 also producing free

Gbg, argue for a mechanism, in which cytosolic GRK is recruited

directly to the active receptor instead of to Gbg. This is consistent

with GRK2-dependent mGluR3 internalization in the presence of

PTX, which prevents the release of Gbg. Recruitment of GRK2

directly to the activated receptor could explain the GPCR

subtype specificity of GRK2-mediated GIRK desensitization re-

ported here and previously (Raveh et al., 2010), as well as the
14 Cell Reports 35, 109050, April 27, 2021
PTX-insensitive surface recruitment of GRK2 reported in the

same study. A recent study (Stoeber et al., 2020) found that

GRK2 recruitment by the kappa-opioid receptor was abolished

by PTX for etorphine, but not dynorphin A, showing that the

mechanism of GRK recruitment can be both agonist and recep-

tor specific. Our data also argue that critical interactions take

place between the mGluR3 CTD and the kinase domain of

GRK2 tomediate rapid desensitization. Swapping the ST-rich re-

gion of the CTDs swapped the ability of mGluR2 and mGluR3 to

undergo GRK2-mediated desensitization, and kinase-dead

GRK2 was unable to desensitize mGluR3 signaling. This is in

contrast to what was reported previously (Raveh et al., 2010)

for A1R, in which the kinase-dead mutant produced desensitiza-

tion, suggesting that different GPCRs differ in their dependence

on interactions with the GRK kinase domain. mGluR8 also

showed GRK2-mediated functional desensitization that was

abolished in the kinase-dead mutant, suggesting a mode of

interaction similar to that of mGluR3. Our data argue for a bitopic

interaction between GRKs and both the transmembrane domain

and the ST-rich region of the CTD of mGluR3 (or mGluR8) in a

manner that depends on an intact GRK kinase domain. This is

consistent with a biochemical study that revealed extensive in-

teractions between GRK5 and both intracellular loops and the

CTD of the b2AR (Komolov et al., 2017). Studies have also shown

that GRK2 recruitment and rapid desensitization of the mu-

opioid receptor require intact CTD phospho-sites (Arttamangkul

et al., 2019; Leff et al., 2020; Miess et al., 2018).

Our data show that mGluR3 falls roughly into the class A

distinction of GPCRs based on its transient b-arr coupling. How-

ever, unlike many class A GPCRs, such as b2AR, mGluR3

showed no preference between b-arr subtypes. Furthermore,

our TIRF imaging supports recent studies (Eichel et al., 2016,

2018) showing that catalytic coupling can occur, in which a sin-

gle GPCR briefly interacts with a b-arr that subsequently remains

bound to the membrane and clusters at CCPs. We find that the

degree of activation of mGluR3, whether it is via the low ambient

levels of glutamate that produce basal activity or saturating

1 mM glutamate, determines the degree of scaffold versus cata-

lytic coupling. Basal activity led to more catalytic coupling,

whereas saturating glutamate produced more scaffold coupling

with a higher proportion of colocalized mGluR3 and b-arr. Both

the extent of occupancy of the active TMD conformation of the

receptor and the degree of CTDphosphorylation likely determine

the lifetime of the receptor-transducer complex. Thus, the level

and dynamics of extracellular glutamate likely shape the mode

of b-arr coupling for mGluR3 in physiological settings.

Our finding that mGluR3, but not mGluR2, undergoes agonist-

dependent internalization into endosomes is consistent with a

mobility study that found mGluR3 accumulation at CCPs (Yana-

gawa et al., 2018) but did not investigate receptor internalization.

Following internalization, we find that mGluR3 primarily recycles

back to the surface with minimal occupancy of lysosomes, sug-

gesting that degradation is not a major downstream conse-

quence of internalization. Future work will be needed to identify

the proteins that mediate mGluR3 trafficking to different cellular

compartments, the roles of different phosphorylation sites in

controlling the trafficking itinerary, and whether endosomal

mGluR3 can signal.
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Physiological relevance of differential regulation of
group II mGluRs
Our results suggest that major differences in downstream

signaling properties likely exist between group II mGluRs. The

ability of mGluR3 to couple to b-arr opens the possibility of

signaling to various effectors, including ERK, AKT, and JNKs

(Peterson and Luttrell, 2017). Importantly, many of these same

effectors are also targeted via G protein-dependent pathways,

and debate exists over the relative contributions of G protein

and b-arr pathways to ERK activation (Luttrell et al., 2018;

O’Hayre et al., 2017).

Our results also have implications for the roles of group II

mGluRs in their classical location of excitatory synapses, where

we anticipate distinct surface lifetimes and signaling dynamics

for mGluR2 and mGluR3. One possibility is that the relative

desensitization of group II mGluRs can determine their effects

following activation over synaptic plasticity-relevant timescales

of minutes to hours. For example, studies of the effects of acute

stress on group II mGluRs in the cortex have found downregula-

tion of mGluR3, but not mGluR2 (Joffe et al., 2019). Further work

is needed to address a potential role for GRK and b-arr coupling

and dynamic trafficking of mGluR3 in intact physiological

settings.

Finally, our findings highlight the need for techniques to

dissect b-arr versus G protein signaling of mGluR3, especially

in physiologically relevant settings. The ability of mGluR3 to

couple to b-arr and G proteins opens the possibility that biased

ligands may be developed. Recent work (Ellaithy et al., 2020;

Gutzeit et al., 2019) has revealed heterogeneity in the kinetics, ef-

ficacy, and chemical scaffolds of allosteric modulators, suggest-

ing that sufficient chemical and conformational complexity exists

to harness pharmacology for these purposes. Alternatively, the

G protein- and b-arr-biased mGluR3 variants reported here (Fig-

ure 7) may be useful for probing the relative roles of each trans-

ducer in mGluR3 biology. In the long term, the ability to combine

biased mutants with genetically targeted photopharmacology,

as we reported for mGluR3 (Acosta-Ruiz et al., 2020), offers a

potentially powerful approach for dissecting G protein versus

b-arr signaling in vivo.
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SNAP-Surface Alexa Fluor 546 (BG-Alexa 546) New England Biolabs Cat#S9132S

SNAP-Surface Alexa Fluor 488 (BG-Alexa 488) New England Biolabs Cat#S9232S

Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#11668019

Lipofectamine 3000 Transfection Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific Ca#L300015

Poly-L-lysine (PLL) hydrobromide Sigma Aldrich Cat#P2636

Cy3-Transferrin (CY3-Tf) Subtil et al., 2000 N/A

ML289 Tocris Cat#4976

CMPD101 Tocris Cat#5642

LY341495 Tocris Cat#1209

Experimental models: Cell lines

HEK293T ATCC Cat#CRL-11268; RRID:CVCL_1926

HEK293 ATCC Cat#CRL-1573; RRID:CVCL_0045

HAR-HEK293 b-Arrestin1/2 KO Cell Lines Luttrell et al., 2018 N/A

Recombinant DNA

SNAP-tagged mGluRs Doumazane et al., 2011 N/A

SNAP-b2AR Addgene Cat#101123

GIRK1-F137S Vivaudou et al., 1997 N/A

R-GECO Zhao et al., 2011 N/A

b-arrestin1-YFP Addgene Cat#36916

b-arrestin2-YFP Addgene Cat#36917

b-arrestin2-RFP Ahn et al., 2004 N/A

GRK2-GFP Raveh et al., 2010 N/A

GFP-2xFYVE Gillooly et al., 2000 N/A

mCherry-TGN38 (mCh-TGN38) Addgene Cat#55145

LAMP1-YFP Addgene Cat#1816

PTX-S1 Raveh et al., 2010 N/A

CLC-mCherry (CLC-mCh) Addgene Cat#27680

Software and algorithms

ImageJ (Fiji) Schneider et al., 2012 RRID:SCR_003070

Microsoft Excel Microsoft Office RRID:SCR_016137

Adobe Illustrator Adobe RRID:SCR_010279

Prism GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

pCLAMP (Clampfit) Molecular Devices RRID:SCR_011323
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Materials availability
Requests for resources and reagents will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact with a completed Materials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
This study did not generate large datasets or code. The datasets analyzed during the study are available from the corresponding

author on reasonable request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

HEK293, HEK293T, parental and HAR CRISPR b-Arr1/2 KO cells (Luttrell et al., 2018) were cultured in DMEM (Fisher Scientific) sup-

plemented with 5%–10% FBS and maintained at 37�C in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator. HEK293 and 293T were obtained from

ATCC and tested negative for mycoplasma contamination using a kit (Molecular Probes).

METHOD DETAILS

Molecular biology
Point mutations were made using site-directed mutagenesis. CTD or ST-rich region chimeras were made using a Gibson Assembly

Cloning Kit (New England BioLabs). mGluR2-DCTD (Daa821-872) andmGluR3-DCTD (Daa830-879) were generated by introducing a

premature stop codon at P821 and P830, respectively. ST chimeras and mGluR3-DST (Daa841-860) were made utilizing a PCR-

based DNA ligation method using primers with 50 phosphates and the enzyme T4 DNA Ligase (Invitrogen).

Cell culture and transfection
Cells were seeded on poly-L-lysine-coated 18 mm coverslips and transfected �18 hr later with either Lipofectamine 2000 or 3000

(Invitrogen). Cells were maintained in 5-10 mMLY341495 post-transfection to maintain cell health. All experiments were done at least

24 hours post-transfection unless otherwise stated.

Surface labeling assay
For the surface labeling assay, HEK293T cells transfected with 0.35 mg SNAP-tagged receptors (with or without 0.7 mg of the PTX-S1

subunit, YFP-tagged b-arr, or GFP-taggedGRK) were incubated in either no glutamate (media or 20 mMLY34) or 1mMGlu (10mM for

mGluR7; 10 mM isoproterenol for b2AR) in media for 60 min. To label remaining surface receptors, the cells were incubated in 1 mM

BG-Alexa-546 (New England BioLabs) for 20min at room temperature in an extracellular (EX) solution composed of (inmM) 135 NaCl,

5.4 KCl, 10 HEPES, 5 L-Glucose, 2 CaCl2, and 1 MgCl2 (pH 7.4). To block GRK2/3 kinase activity, cells were pre-incubated in 30 mM

cmpd101 for 20 min. Following fluorophore labeling, live cells were washed and imaged on an inverted microscopy (Olympus IX83)

with a 60x 1.49 NA objective. Alexa-546 was excited using a 560 nm laser and snapshots were acquired to measure the mean fluo-

rescence intensity of labeled surface receptors using ImageJ. Fluorescence was normalized to the average fluorescence of the con-

trol. The raw fluorescence values were normalized to 20 uM LY34 rather than zero glutamate as a control in Figures 2 and 7. The

decrease in surface fluorescence was calculated as 100 * (1-normalized surface fluorescence).

Internalization and arrestin recruitment assays
To observe the internalization of SNAP-tagged surface receptors, cells were incubated in 1 mMBG-Alexa-546 for 30-45min at 37�C in

extracellular solution. To induce internalization of SNAP-tagged receptors, cells were incubated with agonist in EX solution for 30min

at 37�C and imaged. mGluR7 was stimulated with 10 mM glutamate due to its low affinity, while other mGluRs were stimulated with

1 mM glutamate, Alexa-546 was excited with a 560 nm laser and snapshots of randomized fields were acquired. To block internal-

ization of SNAP-mGluR3, cells were preincubated in 20 mM LY34 or 100 mM ML289 for 10-15 min, and the drugs were maintained

during the glutamate incubation that followed. The basal condition was always run side-by-side with other conditions with the

same allotted time but in EX solution that did not contain drugs.

For the b-arr recruitment experiments, HEK293T cells were co-transfected with 0.5-0.7 mg SNAP-mGluR2 or SNAP-mGluR3 and

either 0.1-0.3 mg b-arr1-YFP or b-arr2-YFP. Since the expression levels of mGluR2 and mGluR3 differ at 24 hr, we expression-

matched conditions by measuring arrestin-recruitment of mGluR2-CTD and -ST variants at 48 hr expression. For time lapse exper-

iments, internalization of Alexa 546-labeled SNAP-mGluR and b-arr surface recruitment was followed on the microscope following

bath application of 1 mM glutamate. Cells were maintained at 37�C using a temperature control device (TC-326C, Warner Instru-

ments). For simple surface recruitment of b-arr experiments to quantify the percentage of cells with recruitment, cells were incubated

in 1 mM glutamate for 15 min at room temperature and snapshots of the 488 channel were taken of randomized fields of cells.

The percentage of cells with internalization or b-arr recruitment was manually counted following blinding to the conditions.

Internalization was defined by cells that exhibit clear intracellular accumulation of fluorescence. b-arr recruitment was defined by

cells that exhibited higher YFP intensity on the cell surface compared with the inside. Cell-to-cell variability is also present and

can likely be attributed to transient transfection of variable amounts of receptor and varying expression patterns of endogenous

regulatory proteins. Values for % cells with internalization or b-arr recruitment are compared on the same days within the same
e2 Cell Reports 35, 109050, April 27, 2021
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bar graph, with at least two separate days for each condition, as there is modest day-to-day variability that can confound results. This

day-to-day variability explains the �10%–15% fluctuation of some values for common conditions between figures.

Recycling assay
After 48 hr expression, HEK293T cells seeded on 12 mm coverslips transfected with�0.2 mg SNAP-mGluR2 or SNAP-mGluR3 were

incubated in 1 mM glutamate in complete media for 30 min at 37�C to internalize a population of receptors. Cells were then washed

and labeled with 5 mMBG-Alexa 488 for 20 minutes at room temperature to label and occupy the SNAP-tag on all remaining surface

receptors. Cells were then washed and incubated in media for either 30, 60, or 90 min to allow internalized receptors to recycle back

to the surface. Following incubation, cells were thenwashedwithmedia and labeled in 5 mMAlexa 546 for 20min at room temperature

to label receptors that trafficked back to the surface. Control coverslips did not receive a 30 min glutamate treatment. For all con-

ditions, cells were maintained in 10 mM LY341495 when not treated with glutamate to avoid any confounding effects from ambient

glutamate. Cells were washed in PBS and fixed in a 4%PFA/4% sucrose solution and coverslips weremounted on slides for imaging.

Fixed cells were imaged with the 60x 1.49 NA objective. Alexa 488 and Alexa-546 were excited with 488 nm and 560 nm lasers

respectively. For surface fluorescence analysis, mean intensity of ROIs draw around receptor-positive cells (based on the 488 chan-

nel) were measured on ImageJ. All raw fluorescence values were normalized to the BG-Alexa-546 fluorescence observed prior to

post-glutamate incubation.

Confocal microscopy
To measure colocalization with the ERC, HEK293T cells expressing SNAP-mGluR3 or SNAP-mGluR2 were incubated in 1 mM BG-

Alexa 488 in EX solution for�45 min at 37�C followed by 5 mg/ml Cy3-transferrin + 1 mM glutamate in EX solution for 30 min at 37�C
and fixed in a solution of 4% PFA/4% Sucrose. To measure colocalization of mGluR3 with lysosomes and TGN, cells expressing

either SNAP-mGluR3 and LAMP1-YFP or mCh-TGN38, respectively, were incubated in 1 mM glutamate in EX solution for 30 min

at 37�C and fixed. Cells were imaged using a 63x objective with 1.2x zoom on a Zeiss LSM880 scanning confocal microscope

and the ZEN Black software. Fluorophores were excited using 488 nm and/or 561 nm lasers. The plane of imaging was chosen based

on the organelle marker channel. Images were captured using one directional scanning and a pinhole of 1 Airy unit. For the image

analysis, region of interests (ROIs) were drawn within the cells to exclude the surface receptors. The pixels with the top 10% highest

intensity (FT) in each channel was used to measure the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) via the plugin EzColocalization

(Stauffer et al., 2018) on ImageJ.

Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
HEK293T cells were seeded sparsely and transfected with 0.5-0.7 mg SNAP-tagged receptors with or without 0.1-0.3 mg GFP-

2xFYVE, b-arr1-YFP, b-arr2-YFP, b-arr2-RFP, or CLC-mCh. SNAP-tags were labeled with BG-Alexa 546 or 488 and thenmaintained

at 37�C on the microscope. Agonist was applied by bath application and images were captured with a 100x 1.49 NA Apo N objective

in TIRF mode after �15 min. Receptor and b-arr puncta were manually counted using the multi-point tool on ImageJ. To determine

colocalization and overlap of puncta, the puncta of one channel were marked in the center with the multi-point tool. The markers

denoting the location of puncta from one channel was transferred to the next channel to determine the number of puncta that con-

tained a marker in its center. These puncta were counted as overlapping.

Patch clamp electrophysiology
HEK293T cells were transfectedwith 0.35-0.7 mgSNAP-taggedmGluRs, GIRK1-F137S homotetramerizationmutant (Vivaudou et al.,

1997), tdTomato (as a transfection marker), with or without WT or mutant 0.35 mg (1x) or 0.7 mg (2x) GRK2-GFP, or 0.7 mg each of

b-arr1-YFP and b-arr2-YFP. Whole-cell patch clamp experiments were performed 24-36 hr after transfection in a high potassium

extracellular solution composed of (in mM) 120 KCl, 25 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 2 CaCl2, and 1 MgCl2 (pH 7.4). Solutions were delivered

to a recording chamber using a gravity-driven perfusion system with exchange times of �1 s. Cells were voltage-clamped at

�60 mV using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices). Patch pipettes with resistances of 4-10 MU were filled with an intra-

cellular solution composed of (in mM): 140 KCl, 10 HEPES, 3 Na2ATP, 0.2 Na2GTP, 5 EGTA, 3 MgCl2 (pH 7.4). Inward GIRK currents

were induced with the perfusion of glutamate. Desensitization of currents weremeasured over 30-60 s glutamate application (40 s for

mGluR7, 60 s for mGluR3-DCTD, 30 s for all other receptors). For the repeated glutamate application experiment, 100 mM glutamate

was applied for�1min andwashed out for�1min before reapplying glutamate. Currents were sampled at 10 kHz and filtered using a

low-pass Bessel (8-pole) at 2 kHz.

Recordings were analyzed using Clampfit (Molecular Devices) and Prism (GraphPad) software. Calculation of glutamate-depen-

dent current amplitudes were quantified relative to the average baseline amplitude. Desensitization of the glutamate-induced re-

sponses was calculated over 30 s or 60 s as follows: 100* (1 – (amplitude prior to glutamate washout) / (peak amplitude following

glutamate application)). Comparisons were done on the same and across multiple days to account for variability. Percent increase

in desensitization (Figures 3F, 3I, 5F, and 6F) was calculated as: 100* ((mean desensitization of currents) – (mean desensitization of

control currents)) / (mean desensitization of control currents). The mean desensitization of currents was averaged from the same

experimental day. The standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) was calculated from the average of multiple experimental days. The tau

of desensitization was calculated from the peak amplitude to glutamate washout, fit to a single exponential curve in Clampfit.
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HEK293T cells were transfected with the calcium indicator, 0.2 mg R-GECO (Zhao et al., 2011), and 0.4-0.7 mg SNAP-mGluR1 or

SNAP-mGluR5, with or without 0.4 mg WT or mutant GRK2-GFP, were imaged on an inverted microscope (Olympus IX83) with a

20x objective at room temperature in EX solution with continuous perfusion following 24 hr expression. R-GECO was excited using

a 561 nm laser at 0.5 Hz with a 100 ms exposure time. Receptors were activated with a perfusion of 100 mM glutamate. Time-lapse

movies were recorded with an scMOS camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4v3.0). Image analysis was performed using ImageJ (Fiji)

(Schindelin et al., 2012). Intensities were normalized to baseline prior to glutamate application. Full width at half maximum

(FWHM) was calculated as the width (duration of time, measured in seconds) of an average trace (40-60 cells) representing the cal-

cium transient achieved after glutamate application measured at half of its maximum amplitude. Peak amplitude was determined as

the highest value of arbitrary unit fluorescence reached after glutamate application.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistics were calculated using GraphPad Prism. Only two-tailed t tests were performed unless otherwise stated, and pairing is

specified in the figure legends. Data is represented as mean ± s.e.m. and averaged across multiple independent experiments.
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